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Do you need more money? Maybe you need to meet a specific need or just want to enjoy life a
bit more. Whether you want a windfall or have specific requirements,, this book has a spell for
you. You don't need to be a master of witchcraft to perform a spell. The rituals in this little book
are easy enough for anyone to perform. Use the power of magic to bring forth riches and free
you from the chains of financial insecurity.



10 Simple Magic Money Spells Anyone Can Cast Copyright Statement10 Simple Magic Money
Spells Anyone can Cast by Harmony Dark Published by Transformative Magic, 109 W Holston
ave #1, Johnson City, TN 37604www.transformativemagic.com© 2018 Harmony DarkAll rights
reserved. No portion of this book may be reproduced in any form without permission from the
publisher, except as permitted by U.S. copyright law. For permissions
contact:transformatibemagic@gmail.comCover by Keith Kaaos. DisclaimerThe methods
describe within this eBook are the author’s personal thoughts. They are not intended to be a
definitive set of instructions for this project. You may discover there are other methods and
materials to accomplish the same end result. IntroductionI am Harmony Dark, a writer, intuitive
life coach, and professional spell caster. I have been practicing witchcraft for over two decades.
Throughout the years, I have noticed a few recurring themes in regard to the reasons people turn
to magic for assistance. The two most common types of spells performed are those meant to
attract love and money. Human connection is one of our basic needs, so it is logical that I would
start with a book about love spells. There is a lot of unnecessary mystery around the subject of
magic and witchcraft. While some spells are, in fact, quite complicated, a person does not need
to have some sort of esoteric secret knowledge in order to successfully cast a spell. My intention
with this book is to share some simple love spells that anyone can perform. Your religious
background, spiritual beliefs, gender, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status are irrelevant to
universal energy. Anyone, and I do mean anyone, has the power to cast spells. The information
following will assist you in performing easy love spells that work. Performing a successful
spellThe act of performing a spell is not difficult. Anyone can walk through the motions of a
simple ritual. However, many spells are unsuccessful because the practitioner doesn’t
understand the nature of spell casting. There are two things you must-have for your spell in order
to make it work properly. They are not difficult to acquire, but they are necessary. #1.
IntentionBefore you begin a spell, ask yourself, “what is my intention?” Why are you performing
this spell?” Do not accept a surface answer. Dig deeply to get to the root of your reasons. For
example, you may initially believe that you want to perform a money spell because you want a
new car.However, if you go a little deeper, you may find that it’s not necessarily about the car.
What you really want is the aiolity to travel and explore with some security in knowing your
vehicle is reliable. The car just so happens to offer the opportunity to travel. The car is the
conduit through which your intention flows, but it is not the intention. Take the time to clearly
define your underlying reasons for performing the spell. Continue asking yourself “why?” Until
you find the answer that truly resonates. #2. FeelingGoing through the motions of a spell without
tapping into your feelings is like baking a cake without sweetener. You can do it, but it won't taste
very good and no one will eat it. Similarly, universal energy requires your emotion in order for it to
respond. Magic does not work without feeling behind it. So, during your spell casting, focus
heavily on emotion. Laugh, cry, scream, dance, or whatever it takes. Bring those emotions to the



forefront and express them freely. This is one reason it is important to have a private space while
performing a spell. Eliminate distractions so you can focus. Put your dog in the other room, wait
until your roommate is gone to work, leave your phone in the car, turn off your computer and TV,
you get the idea here.
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La'tonya Smith, “Was told I needed to start casting. Was looking for information about casting
and this book helped.. will include further review if it worked out later... Thx”

The book by Maxim  Dsouza has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 5 people have provided feedback.
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